
Purple Class Newsletter – Term 1

Dear Parents and Carers,

Welcome to Year 1 – we hope you had a fantastic summer break. We are delighted to see how quickly the
children are settling into their new classes and how eager they are to begin their learning.

The theme this term is ‘Paws, Claws and Whiskers’. We are looking forward to learning all about the animals
that have these features as well as the habitats that they live in.

In Literacy this term we will be delving into the world of traditional tales. We will be making links to our ‘Paws,
Claws and Whiskers’ topic by re-telling a well-known animal themed story – ‘Goldilocks and the Three Bears’. The
children will begin to learn to use a cursive handwriting script, ready to join letters later in the year.  Please
see the examples attached.

This term in Maths we will be focusing on number; we will be continuing to learn to order numbers up to 20 and
to recognise 1 more and 1 less of a given number.

In Science we will be continuing to learn about animals, including humans. We will be exploring the different
senses of the human body and categorising animals by diet.

In Computing we will be exploring algorithms and using them to control Beebots and computer programs. We will
also be learning about how to fix ‘bugs’ within a set of instructions.

RE this term will focus on Christian values and way of life.

Our Art this term will be animal related; we are looking forward to creating animals from clay and using taught
techniques to include finer detail such as feathers or fur.

In Design and Technology we will be designing, making and evaluating a moveable split pin animal.

In Geography we will be looking at the story ‘Dear Zoo’ and will be using this to help us to create aerial view
maps of our own zoo.

Reading Books
Please note that there is no set day to change reading books. Children can change their banded books once they
have read them to an adult at home and we have seen a note in the contact book, or once they have read them
to an adult in school.  Please don’t hesitate to keep a book to read again if you wish, as this really helps
consolidate word recognition.  Children are welcome to change their ‘free choice’ book as often as they wish.
Please keep in mind that these books may seem harder or easier than their banded book and we encourage
shared reading/comprehension activities alongside these.

Contact Books
Please also use the reading record/contact book to send any notes or concerns to us.  We won’t routinely
remove these from the children’s book bags, so if your child has a note, please get them to hold their contact
book in their hand as they come into school, to signal to us that the book needs our attention.



Home Learning
Home learning and Busy Books will be shared on Fridays in the form of a table top gallery. Children’s work will
be stamped or stickered alongside verbal feedback. Children can continue to bring in certificates, medals and
trophies related to their extra-curricular activities to share during whole school celebration assemblies, also
taking place on Fridays. We ask that children not to bring in toys from home.

Behaviour Chart
At Ditton we have a 7 step behaviour system. The children in Purple Class have a space-themed chart and start
the week in the middle of the chart on the earth. If their behaviour exceeds expectations, they will move up 1
step to the clouds and receive a sticker from an adult in their class. If they continue to try really hard, they
will move up to the stars and receive a sticker from a member of staff in a buddy class. Finally, if they continue
to make good choices, they will move up to the moon and receive a sticker and certificate from Mrs Lewer.
Children can move up for using the Characteristics of Effective Learning, for being a good role-model, being a
kind friend, sharing fairly and challenging themselves.

If children do not follow the ‘Golden Rules,’ they move down to the space ship and are required to have 5
minutes thinking time. If behaviour does not improve, they will move down to the aliens and go to a buddy class
to have 10 minutes thinking time and parents/carers will be informed at the end of the day. In keeping with the
space theme, if they move down again to the black hole they will go to Mrs Lewer for further thinking time.
Parents/carers will be informed in this instance as well.

REMINDERS FOR PURPLE CLASS

Drop off and collection
In the morning, children will be collected from the Purple Class star on the playground by their class teacher
and learning assistant at 8.50am. At 3.10pm the children will be dismissed from their classroom door which is in
the Year 1 outside area; this will give us some time to get to know you all. As of Monday 17th September,
children will then be dismissed from the Purple Class star on the playground. We encourage adults to remain
behind the painted snake and wait for your child to come to you.

PE Days
PE will take place on a Monday and Wednesday. Please ensure that all items of your child’s PE kit and school
uniform are named and that you remove your child’s earrings and long hair is tied back on these days.

Wellie Boots
Please ensure that your child has a pair of named wellie boots at school. These can be stored on the rack which
is in the Year 1 outside area. This will enable your child to take part in all outside activities as the weather
begins to become wetter.

Learning Assistants
Mrs Staines will be the full-time learning assistant in Purple Class this year and Mrs Savoury will work across
both Year 1 classes during the morning.

PPA cover
Mrs Savoury and Mrs Staines will be teaching Purple Class every Wednesday morning.

We look forward to our first term with you all.

Miss Seymour, Mrs Staines and Mrs Savoury




